Choosing what type of HVAC system to use for a school project is a big decision. While traditional four-pipe systems have been widely used in the past, today there is a shift towards a better way of thinking from Bard Manufacturing.

Bard Manufacturing has been in the HVAC business for more than 100 years. Through decades of experience in school HVAC systems, we’ve learned the most effective and efficient way to heat and cool schools – The Classroom Preferred™ HVAC Solution.

With Bard’s Classroom Preferred Solutions, you can keep teachers happy, students comfortable and board members satisfied – all while keeping the budget in control, too. It’s a whole new way of looking at HVAC for schools, whether new construction or retrofitting existing buildings.
Bard’s HVAC Creates Perfect Classroom Control.

With The Classroom Preferred HVAC Solution, each classroom operates as its own separate environment, providing perfect classroom control. Because each room operates independently, teachers set the temperature for individual classrooms, within pre-set limits, based on personal preference, student comfort and activity level.

Flexibility and Efficiency.
Bard’s solutions provide the utmost in flexibility and efficiency as each classroom can operate on its own.
- Classrooms are heated or cooled based on individual need, which cuts waste.
- Ideal for unique usage of schools – filled during the day, singular rooms used at night, weekends, etc.
- Only those classrooms in use need to be fully temperature controlled.

Budget Friendly.
Specifying Bard for your school makes sense to your budget, too. Energy isn’t the only savings you’ll see with Bard.
- No costly and labor intensive piping, ductwork and rooftop units necessary, which saves on materials and significantly cuts labor costs.
- Simple design lowers maintenance costs.
- Repairs can usually be handled locally.
- An entire wing does not have to be shut-down if repairs are necessary.

Fresh Air Control.
With the Bard solution, efficiencies remain constant across all load capacities thanks to individualized fresh air controls.
- More efficient than large four-pipe systems which must bring in huge amounts of fresh air to meet carbon dioxide emission requirements.

Bard Quality.
A big advantage Bard offers is the quality and dependability of our products.
- Bard is recognized around the world for rugged durability.
- Bard products will continue to perform year after year.
Smart Products.
Classroom Preferred Solutions from Bard provides three HVAC product families for schools, the I-TEC, Q-TEC or Wall-Mount. While each has its own advantages and unique features, all of our products offer quiet comfort, smart design features, durable construction and generous warranties.

To discover more about Classroom Preferred and which Bard product line is right for you, please visit us online at BardSchools.com, then contact a sales representative to make your school Classroom Preferred.
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